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1. Introduction
Our aim is to give a new framework to study the structure of the
probability laws of quadratic Wiener functionals in terms of dynamics
on Grassmannians. In particular, Plücker coordinates of orbits of the
dynamics play an important role in the study of characteristic functions
of probability distributions of such functionals. Using this framework,
we will reformulate typical results discussed by S. Kusuoka, S. Manabe,
and one of the authors [14–17]. We also give simple remarks related
to the theory developed by Kotani [25] in which he established a new
probabilistic approach to the theory of solitons.
The origin of the problem has its source in the middle of the last
century. Cameron and Martin [4–6] studied the probability density of
the square of the sample norm of Brownian motion as an application
of their transformation theory in Wiener space. M. Kac also calculated
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similar objects in his research on limit theorems (see Kac [20–22] and
Erdös and Kac [10]). In their works, Sturm–Liouville equations play
a key role. Following their works, Lévy [26] computed the density of
the probability distribution of his stochastic area by Fourier expansion
technique. Cameron and Martin also remarked that the technique can be
applied to their computations for the Wiener functional mentioned above
(see their footnote in [5]).
In 1928, Van Vleck [39] gave the explicit formulae for propagators
of Schrödinger equations with quadratic potentials. Following his work,
Morette [30] proved the Van Vleck formula by Feynman integral
approach in 1951. The formula shows that the propagators can be
described by the Jacobi fields along the classical path, which is the
critical point of the action integral. In other words, it shows a connection
between the quantum and the classical mechanics in the quadratic case.
From Kac’s point of view [22], [23, pp. 116], we can see that the
correspondence between the two mechanics appears also in the two
methods: Sturm–Liouville differential equations and Fourier expansions
in the theory of quadratic Wiener functionals.
In 1980’s, the interest on explicit calculations of the oscillatory
integrals with quadratic Wiener functionals as the phase functions were
renewed with the remarkable achievement of Malliavin calculus [27]
or new practical problems. S. Kusuoka, S. Manabe, and one of the
authors started their research on an analogue of Van Vleck formula for
quadratic Wiener functionals in 1990’s [14–17]. They showed that the
Fourier transforms of the probability distributions for quadratic Wiener
functionals can be described in terms of the Jacobi fields along the critical
path of an analogue of the action integral.
Following their works, we will show the relation between the Jacobi
equation and the Van Vleck formula by dynamics on Grassmannians
according to M. Sato’s fundamental idea [35–38]: we will identify the
Jacobi equation itself with the space of the solutions of the equation
and derive the dynamics on Grassmannians by the Plücker coordinates
in the solution space. By this formulation, we can get the solutions
systematically and handle several conditions in the same algebraic
structure. We will examine the framework in typical examples.
Recently, Biane, Pitman and Yor [1] and Pitman and Yor [33] have
discussed the Mellin transforms of the Lévy measures of probabilistic
laws of Lévy’s area of the standard Brownian motion. We will show
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that the Lévy measures of the probabilistic laws of quadratic Wiener
functionals given by (4.1) below are determined by the dynamics on the
Grassmannians.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We will examine the framework
by Lévy’s stochastic area in Section 3 after general preparation in
Section 2. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to other typical examples. In
Section 4, we will study a generalization of Lévy’s area calculated by
Kusuoka, Manabe, and one of the authors [14,17]. Section 5 is another
example of Ornstein–Uhlenbeck type processes related to solitons in
Kotani’s sense. A part of this paper was reported by one of the
authors, K. Hara, in Rencontre Franco-Japonaise de Probabilités (27th
November–1st December 2000, at Université Pierre et Marie Curie).
Before closing the introduction, we should say that we are still on
the way to give a general theory for the probabilistic laws of quadratic
Wiener functionals. In fact, in this paper we have no unified method to
ensure a correspondence between Wiener integrals with quadratic phase
functionals and dynamics on Grassmannians.
2. Framework
To prepare the notation, we need to recall the setting in the series of
works [14–17]. Set
W = {w ∈C([0,1] →Rd); w(0)= 0}
for d ∈N and let (W,P ) be the d-dimensional Wiener space and we will
use the same notation (W,P ) for
W = {w ∈ C([0, T ]→Rd); w(0)= 0}
and T > 0. Let H the Cameron–Martin subspace of W . We will often
consider the complexification of H and use the same symbol H . Then
we can decompose L2(W,P ) into the direct sum of mutually orthogonal
subspaces known as Wiener–Itô homogeneous chaos:
L2(W,P )=
∞∑
n=0
⊕
Cn.
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For every F [w] ∈ C2, there exists a unique symmetric Hilbert–Schmidt
operator B such that
F [w] =
d∑
i,j=1
{ 1∫
0
t∫
0
F ij (t, s)dwjs dwit +
1∫
0
s∫
0
F ij (t, s)dwit dwjs
}
,
where {F ij (t, s)} is the kernel of B:
d(B[h]i )
dt
(t)=
d∑
j=1
1∫
0
F ij (t, s)h˙j (s)ds,
for h=t (h1, h2, . . . , hd) and h˙j (t)= ddt hj (t) where we use the symbol t
for the transpose of matrices (see Ikeda and Manabe [16]). We may regard
the operator B as a characteristic of the quadratic functional F , and we
will often write F = 〈Bw,w〉.
We recall general properties of symmetric Hilbert–Schmidt operator B
on the Cameron–Martin subspace H of the Wiener space. The operator B
can be naturally extended to one on the complexification of H and then
we use the same symbol B for it. Let {λn} are the eigenvalues of B with
their multiplicity. Then we have
det2(I − 2zB)=
∞∏
n=1
(1− 2zλn)e2zλn(2.1)
for every z ∈ C such that 2|z|σ (B) < 1, where det2 is the regularized
determinant and σ (B) is the spectral radius of the operator B . On the
other hand, it is well known that for c > 0 and α > 0,
(
1− iλ
α
)−c
= exp
{
c
∞∫
0
(
eiuλ − 1)e−αu
u
du
}
(λ ∈R)
(see K. Sato [34, Sections 2 and 8]). As an easy consequence of this
formula and (2.1), we have
det2(I − 2iλB)= exp
{
−
∞∫
−∞
(
eiλu − 1− iλu)L(u)du},(2.2)
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where
L(u)=
{
L+(u)= 12
∑
λn>0 e
−u/(2λn)/|u| (u > 0),
L−(u)= 12
∑
λn<0 e
−u/(2λn)/|u| (u < 0).(2.3)
We note that L+(u)|u| and L−(−u)|u| are completely monotone func-
tions expressed by the Laplace transforms of discrete measures σ+ =
(1/2)
∑
λn>0 δ1/(2λn) and σ− = (1/2)
∑
λn<0 δ1/|2λn| such that
∑
n λ
2
n <∞
(see Widder [41]).
We now return to topics for quadratic Wiener functional F [w]. As
mentioned above, there exists a symmetric Hilbert–Schmidt operator B
such that F [w] = 〈Bw,w〉. Then, as pointed out in Ikeda, Kusuoka and
Manabe [14,15], by using Fourier expansion of Brownian motion (see
Paley and Wiener [32], Itô and Nisio [19]), we have∫
W
ezF [w]P(dw)= (det2(I − 2zB))−1/2,(2.4)
for every z ∈ C such that 2|z|σ (B) < 1.
We now define the conditioned case in the following. We fix a
system η = {η1, . . . , ηm} of linearly independent elements ηi ∈ H for
i = 1, . . . ,m and let H(η) be the subspace of H generated by the
system η. We decompose H as H(η) and its orthogonal complement
in H , say H(η)⊥, then we have H = H(η) ⊕ H(η)⊥. Let PH(η) (resp.
PH(η)⊥) be the projection operator on H(η) (resp. H(η)⊥). We write
η(w)= t(〈η1,w〉, . . . , 〈ηm,w〉) where
〈ηi,w〉 =
d∑
j=1
1∫
0
η˙
j
i (t)dwj(t), i = 1, . . . ,m,
and define an operator B∗ :H(η)⊥ → H(η)⊥ by B∗ = PH(η)⊥B . We
assume the nondegeneracy of the matrix:
V = {Vpq}mp,q=1 =
{〈
(I − 2zB)−1ηp, ηq〉}mp,q=1
in the following part of this paper. Then, we deduce the following formula
from the basic formula (2.4) above.
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W
ezF [w]δ0
(
η(w)
)
P(dw)(2.5)
=
( 1
2π
)m/2(
det2(I − 2zB∗)detV )−1/2,
where δ0(η(w)) is the pull-back of the Dirac delta function at the
origin 0 ∈ Rm by η(w) and the integral of the left hand side means the
generalized expectation in the sense of Watanabe ([40], see also [18]). By
combining (2.4), (2.5) with (2.2), it is easily shown that the probability
distribution of F [w] and the conditioned distribution of F [w] under the
condition η(w)= 0 are selfdecomposable, infinitely divisible laws with
Lévy measures L and L∗ given by (2.3) with the eigenvalues {λn} and
{λ∗n} respectively of B and B∗.
We consider a quadratic form FB on H defined by
FB [h; z] = 12 〈(I − 2zB)h,h〉
for h ∈H . For the conditioned cases, we consider the subspace H(η, x)
for x ∈Rm defined by
H(η, x)= {h ∈H : η(h)= t(〈h,η1〉, . . . , 〈h,ηm〉)= x},
and assume that there exists a critical path φcr = φ(·;x, z) of the
quadratic form FB on H(η, x), that is, a unique path satisfying
DFB[φcr ; z][φ] = 0
for every φ ∈ H(η, x)⊥, where D means the Fréchet derivative on H .
The simplest case is the case of η = {η1, η2} = {t(1,0)t, t(0,1)t}, which
is called the critical path from the time-space point (0,0) to (1, x). We
denote the critical value of FB at φcr by
Scr(x, z;B)= FB [φcr (·;x, z); z] = 12 〈(I − 2zB)φcr , φcr〉.
We need one more assumption. We consider the class of Hilbert–
Schmidt operators B on H which have the following decomposition
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according to Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14]:
B =B0 +B1(2.6)
where B0 is a Volterra operator and B1 is an operator such that its range
space is finite dimensional. The important property of the operator B in
the class is the following reduction to the finite dimension:
det2(I − 2zB)= det2(I − 2zB1(I − 2zB0)−1).(2.7)
Note that the right hand side of the equation above is equivalent to a finite
dimensional determinant.
Roughly speaking, we will use the argument below under the assump-
tion mentioned in the following sections. By an analogue of Van Vleck
formula ([17]), our integrals are evaluated by the critical path, which we
can get by the Euler–Lagrange equation. In other words, the Jacobi equa-
tion along the critical path governs the integrals. We will identify the Ja-
cobi equation itself with the space of the solutions of the equation accord-
ing to M. Sato’s fundamental idea [38]. Let GM(m,V (n))= GM(m,V )
be the Grassmannian on an n-dimensional vector space V , that is, the set
of all m-dimensional vector subspaces in V . GM(m,V (n)) has Plücker
embedding into the projective space ∧m V (n) and can be parametrized
by the Plücker coordinates of m-frames (see Miwa, Jinbo, and Date [29]).
We will introduce the Plücker coordinates:
ξl0l1...lm−1 = det

ψ
(l0)
1 (s) ψ
(l0)
2 (s) · · · ψ(l0)m (s)
ψ
(l1)
1 (s) ψ
(l1)
2 (s) · · · ψ(l1)m (s)
...
...
...
ψ
(lm−1)
1 (s) ψ
(lN−1)
2 (s) · · · ψ(lm−1)m (s)

of m-frame on the Grassmannian GM(m,V ) where {ψj }1,...,m is a base
of the space of the solutions of the Jacobi equation and ψ(k)(s) means
the kth derivative of ψ(s). We will show that the coordinates satisfy
linear differential equations. Then we will have the dynamics on the
Grassmannians:
d
ds
ξ(s)=Gξ(s)(2.8)
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for ξ(s) = {ξl0l1...lm−1(s)}, that is, the dynamics on the hypersurface
embedded in the projective space determined by the Plücker relations.
On the other hand, setting
Q(z)= I − 2zB1(I − 2zB0)−1,(2.9)
we can calculate the integral as follows:
det2(I − 2zB)
(
=
∞∏
j=1
(1− 2zλj )e2zλj
)
= det2Q(z).(2.10)
Because we can express Q(z) by the solutions of the Jacobi equation
with Van Vleck formula under the assumption in the following sections,
we reach the expression by the minors of the Wronskian type m-frame of
Jacobi equations, that is, the Plücker coordinates.
Note that the eigenvalues of B with their multiplicity have a one-
to-one correspondence with the zeros of the function detQ(z) because
the eigenvalues are nothing but the singular points of {detQ(z)}−1/2
by (2.10). More specifically, denoting the zeros by
Z0(B)= {zm ∈C: detQ(zm)= 0},
we have λj = 1/(2zj ) for each zj ∈ Z0(B). In other words, the orbits
on the Grassmannians know the information about eigenvalues of B . As
mentioned in [1,2], we will consider the Mellin transform for the Lévy
measure (2.3) as follows.
m(s;B)=
∞∫
−∞
|u|sL(u)du.(2.11)
We introduce an analogue of the zeta function:
ζ(s;B)= ∑
z∈Z0(B)
1
|z|s .(2.12)
Note that the eigenvalues of B , that is, the zeros of the dynamics
define the above function. Then we have, by repeating straightforward
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calculations,
m(s,B)= 1
2
4(s)ζ(s;B).(2.13)
(cf. Matsumoto and Taniguchi [28].)
3. Lévy’s stochastic area revisited
In this section, we reformulate known results about the probabilistic
law of Lévy’s stochastic area on two dimensional Wiener space:
S(t,w)= 1
2
t∫
0
{
w1(s)dw2(s)−w2(s)dw1(s)}
in terms of the framework mentioned in Section 2.
As mentioned in [16], corresponding to the quadratic Wiener func-
tional S(w) = S(1,w), we have the symmetric Hilbert–Schmidt opera-
tor B on the Cameron–Martin subspace H ⊂W :
B =B0 +B1,
B0[h](s)= 12I[Rh](s), B1[h](s)=−
1
4
Rh(1)s,
where I is an integral operator I[h](s) = ∫ s0 h(u)du and R is the
following operator ([14–17] use the symbol J for the same operator):
R =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
.
Note that B0 is a Volterra type operator and that the dimension of the
range of B1 is finite, actually, two. We need the Jacobi equation associated
with B in the sense of Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14]:( d2
ds2
− zR d
ds
)
φ(s)= 0,(3.1)
that is,
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d2
ds2
φ(1)(s)+ z d
ds
φ(2)(s)= 0,
d2
ds2
φ(2)(s)− z d
ds
φ(1)(s)= 0
for φ =t (φ(1), φ(2)) ∈H . The initial conditions are
φ1(0)=
(
0
0
)
,
d
ds
φ1(0)=
(
1
0
)
,
φ2(0)=
(
0
0
)
,
d
ds
φ2(0)=
(
0
1
)
.
We denote the solution of the equation with the conditions by
φ1 =
(
φ
(1)
1
φ
(2)
1
)
, φ2 =
(
φ
(1)
2
φ
(2)
2
)
.
Note the relation φ2(s)=Rφ1(s).
Let V (4) be the 4-dimensional vector space. Let {ξij (s; z)} (i, j =
0,1,2,3) be the Plücker coordinate of the 2-frame in GM(2, V (4)):
(
φ1(s) φ2(s)
φ′1(s) φ′2(s)
)
=

φ
(1)
1 (s) φ
(1)
2 (s)
φ
(2)
1 (s) φ
(2)
2 (s)
φ
(1)
1
′
(s) φ
(1)
2
′
(s)
φ
(2)
1
′
(s) φ
(2)
2
′
(s)
 ∈GM(2, V (4)),(3.2)
where φ′(t)= d/dt (φ)(t). For simplicity, we often write ξij or ξij (s) for
ξij (s; z):
ξ(s)= ξ(s; z)= t(ξ01, ξ02, ξ03, ξ12, ξ13, ξ23),
where
ξ01 = det
(
φ
(1)
1 (s) φ
(1)
2 (s)
φ
(2)
1 (s) φ
(2)
2 (s)
)
,
ξ02 = det
(
φ
(1)
1 (s) φ
(1)
2 (s)
φ
(1)
1
′
(s) φ
(1)
2
′
(s)
)
,
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ξ03 = det
(
φ
(1)
1 (s) φ
(1)
2 (s)
φ
(2)
1
′
(s) φ
(2)
2
′
(s)
)
,
ξ12 = det
(
φ
(2)
1 (s) φ
(2)
2 (s)
φ
(1)
1
′
(s) φ
(1)
2
′
(s)
)
,
ξ13 = det
(
φ
(2)
1 (s) φ
(2)
2 (s)
φ
(2)
1
′
(s) φ
(2)
2
′
(s)
)
,
ξ23 = det
(
φ
(1)
1
′
(s) φ
(1)
2
′
(s)
φ
(2)
1
′
(s) φ
(2)
2
′
(s)
)
.
It is well known that there exists one and only one nontrivial Plücker
relation in G(2, V (4)) (see Miwa, Jinbo and Date [29]):
ξ01ξ23 − ξ02ξ13 + ξ03ξ12 = 0.(3.3)
Then GM(2, V (4)) is embedded as a quadratic hypersurface in the
projective space P(∧V (4)).
The point is that the coordinate is the solution of the following linear
differential equations:
d
ds
η(s)=Gη(s),(3.4)
where G is the following constant matrix:
G=

0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 −z 0 0 0
0 z 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −z −1
0 0 0 z 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

with the initial condition η(0) = t(0,0,0,0,0,1). Then we have the
dynamics on the quadratic hypersurface GM(2, V (4)) associated with
the Jacobi equation (3.1). By solving the equation above, we can
systematically obtain the explicit formulae of the characteristic functions
of the probability laws related to S(t,w), for example, we consider the
following three cases, (0) free, (1) w1(t)=w2(t)= 0, and (2) w1(t)= 0:
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c(0)t (z)=
∫
W
ezS(t,w)P (dw),
c(1)t (z)=
∫
W
ezS(t,w)δ0
(
w(t)
)
P(dw),
c(2)t (z)=
∫
W
ezS(t,w)δ0
(
w1(t)
)
P(dw)
for z ∈ C. By the Brownian scaling property, it is enough for us to
consider c(j)1 (z) (j = 0,1,2).
To consider the conditioned case such that w(1)= 0 or w1(1)= 0, we
prepare the operators B(1) and B(2) as follows. Set
H(1) = {h ∈H ;h1(1)= h2(1)= 0},
H (2) = {h ∈H ;h1(1)= 0}
and consider the operators
B(1) = PH(1)B, B(2) = PH(2)B,
and decompose them as follows:
B(j) =B0 +B(j)1 , B(j)1 =−PH(j)⊥B0, j = 1,2,
where
B
(1)
1 [h](s)=−
1
2
s
1∫
0
Rh(u)du,
B
(2)
1 [h](s)=−
1
2
s
1∫
0
Rh(u)du
(
1
0
)
− 1
2
sRh(1)
(
0
1
)
.
From now, in the rest of this section, we write B(0) for B and consider
three operators: B(0),B(1), and B(2).
Following (2.9), we set
Q(j)(z)= I − 2zB(j)1 (I − 2zB0)−1, j = 0,1,2.
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By (2.4) and (2.5), we have
c
(j)
1 = dj
(
det2
(
I − 2zB(j)))−1/2 = dj (detQ(j)(z))−1/2 (j = 0,1,2)
where d0 = 1, d1 = 1/(2π) and d2 = 1/
√
2π . By the Brownian scaling,
c(j)t = dj
(
det2
(
I − 2zB(j)t
))−1/2 = dj(detQ(j)t (z))−1/2
for B(j)t = tB(j) and so on. By Van Vleck formula, we can express
Q(j)(z) by the solutions of Jacobi equations (see Ikeda and Manabe [16])
and we reach the expressions of det2Q(j)(z) (j = 1,2) by the minors
of the Wronskian type m-frames of the Jacobi equations, that is, the
Plücker coordinates of the frame (3.2). Then we have the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. – For λ ∈R,
c(0)t (iλ)=
(
ξ23(t; iλ)+
(
λ
2
)2
ξ01(t; iλ)
)−1/2 (
= 1
cosh(λt/2)
)
,
c(1)t (iλ)=
1
2π
ξ01(t; iλ)−1/2
(
= 1
2π
λ/2
sinh(λt/2)
)
,
c(2)t (iλ)=
1√
2π
ξ03(t; iλ)−1/2
(
= 1√
2π
√
λ
sinhλt
)
.
(The last term in each equation is a well known expression cf. [26].)
Let {λ(j)n } be the eigenvalues of B(j)t with their multiplicity. Then there
is µ(j)n ∈ Z(j)0 such that λ(j)n = 1/(2µ(j)n ) and Z0(B(j)) is the set of zeros
of the following entire function respectively:
u0(z; t)= ξ23(t; z)−
(
z
2
)2
ξ01(t; z),
u1(z; t)= ξ01(t; z),
u2(z; t)= ξ03(t; z).
By these relations, we obtain the following known results (cf. Biane,
Pitman and Yor [1], Pitman and Yor [33]).
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m
(
s;B(0))=( 1
π
)s
2−(s−1)4(s)ζ
(
s; 1
2
)
=
( 1
π
)s
2−(s−1)(2s − 1)4(s)ζ(s),
m
(
s;B(1))=( 1
π
)s
2−(s−1)4(s)ζ(s),
m
(
s;B(2))=( 1
π
)s
4(s)ζ(s),
where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function and ζ(s;x) is the Hurwitz zeta
function:
ζ(s)=
∞∑
n=0
1
ns
, ζ(s;x)=
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ x)s .
The next observation is a relation with soliton equations. It is well
known that the second derivative of log c(0)s (iλ) is a solution of the same
type soliton equation of the following proposition. We can show the same
relation in all cases for log c(j)s (iλ) by direct computation as follows. We
give a proof only in the pinned case and the other two cases are similar.
PROPOSITION 3.2. – Set for s > 0,
v(s)= v(s; iλ)=−1
4
log
(
2π
∫
W
eiλS(s;w)δ0
(
w(s)
)
P(dw)
)
.(3.5)
Then q(s)= v′′(s) satisfies the following soliton type equation:
4q(s)3 − λ2q(s)2 + (q(s)′)2 = 0 (s > 0).(3.6)
Though this is an easy consequence of well known facts, we give a
sketch of a proof in the framework as follows.
Proof. – Our proof is based on straightforward computations with
Plücker relations and the dynamics mentioned above. We know
v(s; z)= v(s)=−1
2
log
1
ξ01(s)
.
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Firstly we calculate q(s).
q(s)= v(s)′′ = 1
2
ξ01(s)
′′ξ01(s)− (ξ01(s)′)2
(ξ01(s))2
.
By the dynamics, we have
ξ ′01 =−2ξ12, ξ ′′01 =−2ξ ′12 = 2ξ23 + 2zξ13.
We have also the Plücker relation
ξ01 = ξ02ξ13 − ξ03ξ12 = ξ02ξ13 + ξ 212.
By these relations, we have
q(s)= 1
2
ξ01(s)
′′ξ01(s)− (ξ01(s)′)2
(ξ01(s))2
= 1
2
(−2ξ01)
ξ 201
=− 1
ξ01(s)
.
Then,
4q(s)3 − λ2q(s)2 + (q(s)′)2 = −4ξ01 − λ2ξ 201 + (ξ ′01)2
ξ 401
= −4ξ01 − λ
2ξ 201 + 4ξ 203
ξ 401
.
By the Plücker relation, we have
0= ξ01ξ23 − ξ02ξ13 + ξ03ξ12 = ξ01 −
(
z
2
ξ01
)2
− ξ 203,
then we complete the proof. ✷
4. Stochastic areas for Gaussian processes with multiple Markovian
property
We consider the following quadratic functional FN(w) on the two
dimensional Wiener space (W,P ) for an integer N  0 according to
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Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14].
FN(w)= (−1)
N
2
1∫
0
{
X1N(t)dX2N(t)−X2N(t)dX1N(t)
}
,(4.1)
where the Gaussian process XN(t) = t(X1N(t),X2N(t)) is defined by the
following:
X0(t,w)=w(t),
XN(t,w)= I[XN−1(·,w)](t) (N  1).
It is well known that each component is multiple Markovian and it has
the canonical kernel in the sense of Lévy (see Doob [9], Hida [12]):
R(s,u)= (s − u)
N
N ! .
Therefore this Gaussian process XN(s,w)= t(X1N(s,w),X2N(s,w)) has
the following canonical representation:
XkN(s,w)=
s∫
0
R(s,u)dwk(u) (k = 1,2).
We consider the following oscillatory integrals on the Wiener space:
C1(z)=
∫
W
ezFN(w)P (dw) or C2(z)=
∫
W
ezFN (w)δx
(
η(w)
)
P(dw),
where
η(w)= t(〈h0,w〉, . . . , 〈h2N+1,w〉),
h2j = I[sj ](10
)
and h2j+1 = I[sj ](01
)
for j = 0,1, . . . ,N . We refer several results in Ikeda, Kusuoka and
Manabe [14,15] to fix our notations. From now on, we consider only the
case of N  1. As mentioned in Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14], the
operator B = B0+B1 for the functional FN(w) is given by the following:
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d
ds
B0[h](s)= 12I
2NRh(s),
d
ds
B1[h](s)=−
1∫
0
a(1− s,1− u)Rh˙(u)du
for any element h in the Cameron–Martin subspace H , where
a(t, s)= 1
2(2N)!
{
N−1∑
k=0
(
2N
k
)
s2N−k(−t)k + 1
2
(
2N
N
)
sN(−t)N
}
.
As mentioned in Ikeda and Manabe [17], we have the following equation
for the classical path:{( d
ds
)2(N+1)
− zR
( d
ds
)}
φ(s)= 0,(4.2)
which can be regarded as the Euler–Lagrange equation in our case. Since
the equation is linear with constant coefficients, the corresponding Jacobi
equation is the same as (4.2). Then we call the vector field {φ(t);0 t 
1} that satisfies (4.2) the Jacobi field along φcr .
Now let us study our Jacobi equation or Euler–Lagrange equation (4.2)
precisely. First we take the eigenvector a± = t(1,∓
√−1) of the matrix R.
Then the Jacobi equation (4.2) can be rewritten in the following form:{( d
ds
)2N+2
−√−1 z d
ds
}
φ+ = 0,(4.3) {( d
ds
)2N+2
+√−1 z d
ds
}
φ− = 0.(4.4)
Let V±(z) be the spaces of the solutions of the Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) which
are not constants respectively. We can solve the equations and write down
a base of V±(z). Let z+q and z−q (q = 0,1, . . . ,2N) be the (2N + 1)th
roots, of
√−1 and −√−1 respectively as follows:
z+q = z2q and z−q = z2q+1
where
zq = exp
{
(2q + 1)π√−1
2(2N + 1)
}
.
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To keep notations, we recall several results in Ikeda, Kusuoka and
Manabe [14] in the following.
LEMMA 4.1 (Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14]). – Set
ψ±q (s; z)= exp
{
z±q β(z)s
}
,
where β(z)= z1/(2N+1), which means the branch
|z|1/(2N+1) exp
(
arg(z)
√−1
2N + 1
)
.
Then {ψ±q (s; z);q = 0,1, . . . ,2N} is a base of V ±(z).
Note that V ±(z) is (2N + 1)-dimensional vector space, which is
essentially characterized by the equations:{( d
ds
)2N+2
−√−1 d
ds
}
u+ = 0,{( d
ds
)2N+2
+√−1 d
ds
}
u− = 0.
Let V̂ ± denote the space of solutions of the above equations which are
not constants. Then {exp(z±q s);q = 0,1, . . . ,2N} is a base of V̂ ± in the
same way. Now let us consider a base transformation as follows. Define
the Vandermonde type matrix F± by
F± = 1
2N + 1

1 1 · · · 1
(z±0 )−1 (z
±
1 )
−1 · · · (z±2N)−1
...
...
. . .
...
(z±0 )−2N (z
±
1 )
−2N · · · (z±2N)−2N
 ,
and a base {ζ±0 (s), . . . , ζ±2N(s)} in V̂ ± by
ζ±0 (s)
ζ±1 (s)
...
ζ±2N(s)
= F±

exp(z±0 s)
exp(z±1 s)
...
exp(z±2Ns)
 .
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Note that the base is well defined because
detF± = (−1) (2N+1)2N2 ∏
i<j
(
(z±i )
−1 − (z±j )−1
) = 0.
Setting
φ±q (s; z)= ζ±q
(
β(z)s
)
for q = 0,1, . . . ,2N . Then, {φ±q (s; z);q = 0,1, . . . ,2N} is also a base of
V ±. We can summarize this in the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.2 (Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14]). – Set
ζ±n (s)=
1
2N + 1
2N∑
q=0
exp(z±q s)
(z±q )n
,
for n = 0,1, . . . ,2N , then {ζ±n (s);n = 0,1, . . . ,2N} is a base of V̂ ±.
Also setting
φ±n (s; z)= ζ±n
(
β(z)s
)
,
{φ±n (s; z);n= 0,1, . . . ,2N} is a base of V ±.
We can naturally extend the definition of ζ±n (s) to every n ∈ Z by (4.2).
Then we have the following relations.
LEMMA 4.3 (Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14]). –
(i) For every n ∈ Z,
d
ds
ζ±n (s)= ζ±n−1(s), ζ±n+(2N+1)(s)=∓
√−1 ζ±n (s).(4.5)
(ii) ζ±n (s) satisfies the following initial conditions.
ζ±n (0)=
{
1 (n= 0),
0 (n= 1, . . . ,2N).
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By the lemma above, we have the following equation that is essentially
equivalent to our Jacobi equation:
d
ds

ζ±2N+1(s)
ζ±2N(s)
...
ζ±1 (s)
=A±

ζ±2N+1(s)
ζ±2N(s)
...
ζ±1 (s)
 ,(4.6)
with the initial conditions above, where the unitary operator A± is
A± =

0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0 1
±√−1 0 · · · 0 0
 .
We can check that the eigenvalues and their eigenvectors of A± are
{z±q } and
{t(1, z±q , . . . , (z±q )2N)}(4.7)
and then the structure of the space V̂ ± or V ±, and so the Jacobi equation
itself, is characterized by them.
Note that the base of V̂ ±:
t(ζ±2N+1(s), ζ±2N(s), . . . , ζ±1 (s)) (s  0)
gives the dynamics on the Grassmannian GM(2N + 1, V (2N + 1)) for
a (2N + 1)-dimensional vector space V = V (2N + 1), and that we can
consider the following m-frame with the derivatives of ζ±n (s):
η
±(0)
0 (s) η
±(0)
1 (s) · · · η±(0)m−1(s)
η
±(1)
0 (s) η
±(1)
1 (s) · · · η±(1)m−1(s)
...
...
...
η
±(2N)
0 (s) η
±(2N)
1 (s) · · · η±(2N)m−1 (s)
(4.8)
that defines a dynamics on GM(m,V (2N + 1)), where
η±(0)n (s)= ζ±2N+1−n(s), η±(k)n (s)=
dk
dsk
η±(0)n (s).
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We define an index set Λ(m,2N) for m by
Λ(m,2N)= {(l0, l1, . . . , lm−1);0 l0 < l1 < · · ·< lm−1  2N}.
Setting
η±l0l1...lm−1(s)= det

η
±(l0)
0 (s) η
±(l0)
1 (s) · · · η±(l0)m−1 (s)
η
±(l1)
0 (s) η
±(l1)
1 (s) · · · η±(l1)m−1 (s)
...
...
...
η
±(lm−1)
0 (s) η
±(lm−1)
1 (s) · · · η±(lm−1)m−1 (s)

for (l0, l1, . . . , lm−1) in Λ(m,2N), we have the following Plücker coordi-
nate of the frame (4.8):
η±m(s)=

...
η±l0l1...lm−1(s)
...
 .
We define a linear operator D =D±m on
∧m V by
D(vl0 ∧ vl1 ∧ · · · ∧ vlm−1)=
m−1∑
j=0
vl0 ∧ · · · ∧ s[vlj ] ∧ · · · ∧ vlm−1,
where
s[vj ] =
{
vj+1 if j = 2N ,
∓√−1v0 if j = 2N
and the linear operator Gm =G±m is defined by the following relation with
the operator D.
Gmηm =Gm
∑
l0<···<lm−1
ηl0...lm−1vl0 ∧ vl1 ∧ · · · ∧ vlm−1
= ∑
l0<···<lm−1
ηl0...lm−1D(vl0 ∧ vl1 ∧ · · · ∧ vlm−1)
= ∑
l0<···<lm−1
(Gmη)l0...lm−1vl0 ∧ vl1 ∧ · · · ∧ vlm−1 .
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Note that we can express G±m by constant matrices. Then, we have the
following differential equations with constant coefficient matrices on the
Grassmannian GM(m,V (2N + 1)).
PROPOSITION 4.1. – The Plücker coordinates for the m-frame η±m
given by (4.8) satisfy the following constant coefficients differential
equations on the Grassmannian GM(m,V (2N + 1)).
d
ds
u(s)=G±mu(s).(4.9)
By the Van Vleck formula for the case established by Ikeda and
Manabe [17], we know the following expression for C2(z):
C2(z)=
( 1
2π
)N+1 1√
detJ (z) e
−SN (φ0;z,B)
for the classical path φ0, that is, the critical point of the action integral
SN(h; z,B)= 12 〈(I − 2zB)h,h〉 under the constraints 〈hk,φ〉 = xk, k =
0,1, . . . ,2N + 1, where hk is defined in (2.5). J (z) is the following map
from R2N+2 to C2N+2:
J (z): p =

p0
p1
...
p2N+1
→

〈Y (·,p), h0〉
〈Y (·,p), h1〉
...
〈Y (·,p), h2N+1〉
 ,
where Y (s;p) is the solution of the Jacobi equation (4.2) with the initial
conditions:
Y (0;p)= 0,( d
ds
)k
Y (s;p)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= k!
(
p2(k−1)
p2(k−1)+1
)
, k = 1,2, . . . ,N + 1,( d
ds
)k
Y (s;p)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= 0, k =N + 2, . . . ,2N + 1.
Next let us study the determinant more precisely. We can solve the
equation above explicitly as follows. Let h±k denote
h+k = h2ka+, h−k = h2k+1a−.
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Let u±k (s) = u±k (s; z) be the solutions of the Jacobi equation (4.3) with
the following conditions:( dm
dsm
u±k
)∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
( dm
dsm
h±k
)∣∣∣∣
s=0
, m= 0,1, . . . ,N + 1( dm
dsm
u±k
)∣∣∣∣
s=0
= 0, m=N + 2, . . . ,2N + 1.
Then we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.4. – For k = 0,1, . . . ,N ,
u±k (s; z)= k!
ζ±k+1(β(z)s)
β(z)k+1
.
Proof. – We have seen that the right hand side of (4.4), say v±k (s),
satisfy the Jacobi equation by Lemma 4.2. We check that they satisfy
the conditions above. By Lemma 4.3, we have
dm
dsm
vk(0)= k!
z(k+1−m)/(2N+1)
ζ±k+1−m(0)
=
{
k!, m= k+ 1,
0, m = k+ 1,
and
dm
dsm
h±k (0)= δm,k+1k!
by definition. ✷
Setting K±(z)= det({〈u±k , h±l 〉}Nk,l=0), then we can write
detJ (z)=
(1
2
)2N+2
K+(z)K−(z)
by the simple relations:(
1
0
)
= 1
2
(a+ + a−),
(
0
1
)
= 1
2
(a+ − a−).
Next we calculate K±(z) explicitly. We have the following lemma.
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LEMMA 4.5. – For k, l = 0, . . . ,N ,
〈u±k , h±l 〉 = 2
l∑
j=0
(−1)j l!k!
(l − j)!
ζ±k+l+1(β(z))
β(z)k+l+1
+2(−1)N+1(N !)2ζk+l+1(0).
Note that the last term of the right hand side appears only if k = l =N .
Proof. – By the definition of the inner product and integration by
parts. ✷
By the lemma above, we have the following form of the determinant
K±(z).
PROPOSITION 4.2. – We have
K±(z)= 2
N+1(−1)a(N)b(N)
β(z)(N+1)2
×

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ζ±1 (β(z)) ζ
±
2 (β(z)) · · · ζ±N+1(β(z))
ζ±2 (β(z)) ζ
±
3 (β(z)) · · · ζ±N+2(β(z))
...
...
...
ζ±N+1(β(z)) ζ
±
N+2(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+1(β(z))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∓√−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ζ±1 (β(z)) ζ
±
2 (β(z)) · · · ζ±N (β(z))
ζ±2 (β(z)) ζ
±
3 (β(z)) · · · ζ±N+1(β(z))
...
...
...
ζ±N (β(z)) ζ
±
N+1(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N−1(β(z))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ,
where
a(N)= N(N + 1)
2
and b(N)=
N∏
k=0
(k!)2.
Proof. – Firstly, note that
〈u±k , h±l 〉 = 〈u±k , h±l−1〉 + 2(−1)ll!k!
ζ±k+l+1(β(z))
β(z)k+l+1
+ 2(−1)N+1(N !)2ζk+l+1(0)
by Lemma 4.5. Then we have
K±(z)= det({〈u±k , h±l 〉}Nk,l=0)
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= 2N+1 det
({
(−1)lk!l!
β(z)k+l+1
(
ζ±k+l+1
(
β(z)
)− ζ±k+l+1(0))}N
k,l=0
)
= 2
N+1(−1)a(N)b(N)
β(z)(N+1)2
det
({
ζ±k+l+1
(
β(z)
)− ζ±k+l+1(0)}Nk,l=0).
Recall Lemma 4.3 that says
ζ2N+1(0)=∓
√−1ζ±0 (0)=∓
√−1,
ζ±k+l+1(0)= 0 (k+ l + 1 = 2N + 1). ✷
Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14] gave the same type of formula for
the non-conditioned case C1(z):
C1(z)= {detT +(z)detT −(z)}1/2,
where
detT ±(z)
= (√−1)N+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ζ±2N+1(β(z)) ζ
±
2N+2(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+N+1(β(z))
ζ±2N(β(z)) ζ
±
2N+1(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+N(β(z))
...
...
...
ζ±N+1(β(z)) ζ
±
N+2(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+1(β(z))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∓√−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ζ±2N+1(β(z)) ζ
±
2N+2(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+N(β(z))
ζ±2N(β(z)) ζ
±
2N+1(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+N−1(β(z))
...
...
...
ζ±N+2(β(z)) ζ
±
N+3(β(z)) · · · ζ±2N+1(β(z))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
Then, we can reduce our problem for both cases Ck(z), k = 1,2, to the
calculation of the Plücker coordinates of the following m-frame:
ζ±0 (x) ζ
±
1 (x) . . . ζ
±
m−1
ζ±1 (x) ζ
±
2 (x) . . . ζ
±
m−2
· · · · · · · · ·
ζ±2N(x) ζ
±
2N+1(x) . . . ζ
±
2N+m−1

determined by the dynamics on GM(m,V (2N+1)) that satisfy the linear
differential equation (4.9) associated with the Jacobi equation, which we
already discussed in the preceding Section 2.
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Remark. – By the expression above, we can see that detK±(z2N+1)
are entire functions. However, we can get this fact from the infinite
product expression (2.10) and the following argument (cf. Chan [7]).
We can make an entire function having the same zeros of Cj(z)−2 from
the solutions of the corresponding differential equation in the sense of
Kac [22] and we can apply Weierstrass and Hadamard’s theory about
entire functions to them (see Boas [3]). Recall also that the eigenvalues
of the operator B are zeros of detK±(z) and that we can get them
from the dynamics on the Grassmannians. Then, the pair of measures
(L+(u),L−(u)) (2.3) or (σ+, σ−) are determined by the zeros of the
entire function or the dynamics on Grassmannians. By using the general
theory of Malliavin calculus ([27], see also [18]), we can show that the
probability distribution of the functional has a infinitely smooth density
given by the inverse Fourier transform for Cj(iλ), j = 1,2. In fact, in the
case of the standard Brownian motion, Cameron and Martin, and Lévy
calculated the explicit forms of the probability densities. (see [4–6], and
[26], also cf. Matsumoto and Taniguchi [28]).
We summarized them in the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. – Let ηl0,l1,...,lN (x) and ηl0,l1,...,lN−1(x) be the Plücker
coordinates of the dynamics on GM(m,V (2N + 1)) for m = N + 1,
N (resp.) associated with the Jacobi equation (4.3). Then, Van Vleck
determinants of the oscillatory Wiener integral Ck(z), k = 1,2, can be
expressed by the linear combinations of ηl0,l1,...,lN (β(z)) and
ηl0,l1,...,lN−1(β(z)). More explicitly,
K±(z)= d±(N)(η±0,1,...,N(β(z))∓√−1η±0,1,...,N−1(β(z))),
d±(N)= 2
N+1(−1)a(N)b(N)
β(z)(N+1)2
,
a(N)= N(N + 1)
2
and b(N)=
(
N∏
k=0
k!
)2
.
The explicit form of C1(z) is also expressed in the same manner (see
Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14]).
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Remark. – Because the coordinate η0,1,...,n above is expressed by a
bidirectional Wronskian, it satisfies automatically Hirota type bilinear
equations. Then it is a τ -function for a Toda lattice, and we can
evaluate them recursively by the bilinear equation (see R. Hirota and
J. Satsuma [13]).
To proceed further with the calculation for Cj (j = 1,2), we need to
obtain explicit formulae of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the coefficient
matrix G±m of (4.9). From now on, in the rest of this section, we restrict
ourselves to the case of N = 1,2, . . . ,5.
Example 1 (N = 1). – The case has a trivial matrix G1. The 2-frame
and its Plücker coordinates in this case are ζ
±
3 (s) ζ
±
2 (s)
ζ±2 (s) ζ
±
1 (s)
ζ±1 (s) ζ
±
0 (s)
 , ζ±(s)=
 ζ
±
32(s)
ζ±31(s)
ζ±21(s)
 ,
where
ζ±32(s)=
∣∣∣∣ ζ±3 (s) ζ±2 (s)ζ±2 (s) ζ±1 (s)
∣∣∣∣, ζ±31(s)= ∣∣∣∣ ζ±3 (s) ζ±2 (s)ζ±1 (s) ζ±0 (s)
∣∣∣∣,
ζ±21(s)=
∣∣∣∣ ζ±2 (s) ζ±1 (s)ζ±1 (s) ζ±0 (s)
∣∣∣∣.
Then ζ±(s) is the solution of the following differential equation with the
initial condition:
d
ds
ζ±(s)=G±1 ζ±(s), G±1 =
 0 1 00 0 1
∓√−1 0 0
 ,
ζ±(0)=
 0∓√−1
0
 .
The eigenvalues λ±q (q = 0,1,2) are
λ+q = exp
{
(4q + 3)π√−1/6}, λ−q = exp{(4q + 1)π√−1/6}
(q = 0,1,2)
and the eigenvectors for λ±q are t(1, λ±q , (λ±q )2)/
√
3. Then
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K±(z)= 2
4(−1)
β(z)4
{
ζ±32
(
β(z)
)− (∓√−1 )ζ±1 (β(z))}
= 2
5(−1)
3β(z)4
2∑
q=0
(λ±q )
2 coshλ∓q β(z).
In the free conditioned case (with the notation in [14]),
detT±(z)=−12
{∣∣∣∣ ζ±3 (β(z)) ζ±4 (β(z))ζ±2 (β(z)) ζ±3 (β(z))
∣∣∣∣∓√−1 ζ3(β(z))}
= 1
2
{±√−1 ζ±31(β(z))±√−1 ζ±3 (β(z))}
=
2∑
q=0
1
3
coshλ∓q β(z).
Then we get again the formula in [14]. Note that the same dynamics with
the other initial condition control this formula.
For the case N  2, we need some preparation as follows.
To parametrize our Plücker coordinates, we consider the index set
(l0, l1, . . . , lm), 2m + 1  l0 > l1 > · · · > lm  1. We consider this
(l0, l1, . . . , lm) as the arrangement of m + 1 Go stones on a circle
lattice as follows (where we use the term “Go stone” in Miwa, Jinbo
and Date [29]). Let consider a circle lattice with 2m + 1 points and
(l0, l1, . . . , lm) means that we have m + 1 black Go stones on the l0th,
l1th, . . . , lmth points. We identify two arrangements if they coincide
by a rotation and consider the equivalent class. Then we have a(m)
arrangements, where
a(m)= 1
2m+ 1
(
2m+ 1
m+ 1
)
.
We consider the following standard Young tableaux Fig. 1 (see Ful-
ton [11]) to choose the representatives K(j) (0 j  a(m)− 1).
Write K(0) = (2m + 1,2m, . . . ,m + 1) for the arrangement that the
kth black Go stone (1 k m+ 1) is at the (m+ k)th point. The other
arrangements K(j) = (k0(j), k1(j), . . . , km(j)) (0  j  a(m)− 1) are
defined inductively by the above Young tableaux and the following rule:
K(j + 1) is corresponding to an arrangement that we can get by moving
a pth black stone one step forward from the arrangement expressed
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Fig. 1. Young tableaux.
by K(j), where p is the number that pth row of the above Young tableau
has the number j + 1.
Next we fix the numbering K(j ;p) (p= 0, . . . ,2m) in each represen-
tative, where K(j ;p) means the arrangement:(
k0,p(j), k1,p(j), . . . , km,p(j)
)
,(
2m+ 1 k0,p(j) > k1,p(j) > · · ·> km,p(j) 1),
defined by the following rules:
(i) K(j ;0)=K(j),
(ii) ki,0(j)= ki(j) (i = 0,1, . . . ,m) and we already know K(j ; r) for
r = 0,1, . . . , p, then
ki,p+1(j)= ki,p(j)− 1 (if km,p(j) > 1)
for i = 0,1, . . . ,m, and
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K(j ;p+ 1)= (2m+ 1, k0,p(j)− 1, . . . , km−1,p(j)− 1)
(if km,p(j)= 1).
Next we prepare an embedding GM(m+ 1, V (2m+ 1)) into GM(m+
1, V (3m+ 1)) to study G±m by the above coordinates. Recall the relation:
ζ±n+(2m+1)(s)=∓
√−1 ζ±n (s).
We consider the following (m+ 1)-frame in V (3m+ 2) as follows.
ζ±2m+1(s) ζ
±
2m(s) · · · ζ±m+1(s)
ζ±2m(s) ζ
±
2m−1(s) · · · ζ±m (s)
...
...
...
...
ζ±1 (s) ζ
±
0 (s) · · · ζ±−m+1(s)
ζ±0 (s) ζ
±
−1(s) · · · ζ±−m(s)
...
...
...
...
ζ±−m(s) ζ
±
−m−1(s) · · · ζ±−2m(s)

(4.10)
and set, for 3m+ 1 l0 > l1 > · · ·> lm  1,
ζ±l0...lm(s)= det
(
ζ±li−1−(j−1)(s)
)
i,j=1,2,...,m+1,
η±K(j)(s)= t
(
ζ±k0(j),k1(j),...,km(j)(s), ζ
±
k0(j)−1,k1(j)−1,...,km(j)−1(s), . . . ,
ζ±k0(j)−2m,k1(j)−2m,...,km(j)−2m(s)
)
for j = 0,1, . . . , a(m)− 1 and
η±(s)= t(η±K(0)(s), η±K(1)(s), . . . , η±K(a(m)−1)(s)).
Then the Plücker coordinate of the (m+ 1)-frame (4.10) is determined
only by η±(s). For simplicity of notations, we denote the coefficient
matrices of dynamics η±(s) on GM(m + 1, V (2m + 1)) by the same
notation G±m in the case of (4.9), i.e.,
d
ds
η±(s)=G±mη±(s).
Setting similarly
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ξ±K(j)(s)= t
(
ζ±k0,0(j),k1,0(j),...,km,0(j)(s), ζ
±
k0,1(j),k1,1(j),...,km,1(j)
(s), . . . ,
ζ±k0,2m(j),k1,2m(j),...,km,2m(j)(s)
)
for j = 0,1, . . . , a(m)− 1 and
ξ±(s)= t(ξ±K(0)(s), ξ±K(1)(s), . . . , ξ±K(a(m)−1)(s)),
we have the relation:
F(j)ξ±K(j)(s)= η±K(j)(s)
(
j = 0,1, . . . , a(m)− 1)
for some diagonal matrix F(j) whose elements F(j)kk (k = 0, . . . ,
a(m) − 1) are 1,−1,√−1, or −√−1. Therefore, our aim is to study
the structure of η±(s) and the matrix F(j).
To study the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of G±m, we introduce the
following two matrices Rm and C±m . Let Rm = {(Rm)ij }1i,ja(m) be the
matrix whose element (Rm)ij is 1 if we can get an arrangement class
represented by K(j − 1) from one represented by K(i − 1) by moving
a stone one step forward, and (Rm)ij = 0 otherwise. Next we define a
(2m+ 1)-by-(2m+ 1) matrix C±m as
C±m = (−1)m−1

0 0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 1 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 0 . . . 1
c±(m) 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 c±(m) 0 0 0 . . . 0

,
where c±(m)=−(±√−1 )m−1. Note that C±m is unitary and (C±m)2m+1 =
(−1)m(±√−1 )I (I is the unit matrix). Then we can easily get the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C±m . In fact, setting
µ±q (m)= z±p (0 q  2m) (if m even),
µ±q (m)= z∓p (0 q  2m) (if m odd),
{µ±q } (0  q  2m) are the eigenvalues of C±m . We can also get the
eigenvectors {φ±q (m)} by direct computations as follows.
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Let α± be a map from {0,1, . . . ,2m}→ {0,1, . . . ,2m}:
α+(q)= 2q + (m+ 3), α−(q)= 2q + (m− 1) (mod 2m+ 1)
if m is an even number, and
α+(q)= m+ 12 q +
m− 1
2
, α−(q)= m+ 12 q +
3m+ 1
2
(mod 2m+ 1)
if m is an odd number. We write
q∗± = α±(q), q∗∗± = α−1± (q),
and
c±q (2)= z∓q , c±q (3)= e(2/7)qπ
√−1, c±q (4)= z±q ,
c±q (5)= e(3/11)qπ
√−1,
for q = 0,1, . . . ,2m. Then, the eigenvectors {φ±q (m)} corresponding to
the eigenvalues µ±q (m) are
φ±q (m)= (const.)× t
(
1, c±q∗∗± (m),
(
c±q∗∗± (m)
)2
, . . . ,
(
c±q∗∗± (m)
)2m)
.
We can write the structure matrix G±m from the two matrices Rm and
C±m as follows:
(G±m)i+k−1,j+l−1 = (Rm)ij
{
(C±m)
j−i+1}
kl
(1 i, j  a(m),1 k, l  2m+ 1),
where we use a suitable numbering of the elements of the Plücker
coordinates. Therefore, if we have the eigenvalues of C±m , and the ones
of Rm, say {νj} (0  j  a(m) − 1), then the eigenvalues of G±m are
their products, that is, {µ±q νj }. Moreover, if we have the eigenvectors
of Rm, we can write down the eigenvectors of G±m by the explicit forms
of the eigenvectors of C±m . Let {ψk(m)= (ψk,i(m))0ia(m)−1} (0 k 
a(m) − 1) be the eigenvectors of Rm corresponding to the eigenvalues
{νk}. Then, the eigenvectors {f ±i,q(m)} corresponding to {µ±q νi} are
f ±i,q (m)= t
(
ψi,0(m)φ
±
q (m),µ
±
q (m)ψi,1(m)φ
±
q (m), . . . ,(4.11)
(µ±q (m))
a(m)−1ψi,a(m)−1(m)φ±q (m)
)
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for 0  i  a(m) − 1 and 0  q  2m. If we have the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of G±m, we can get the solutions of the differential
equation (2.8) by elementary computations. In the followings, we show
the concrete computations in the N = 2,3 cases by using the arguments
above.
Example 2 (N = 2). – In N = 2 case, the 3-frame in this case and its
Plücker coordinates are
ζ±5 (s) ζ
±
4 (s) ζ
±
3 (s)
ζ±4 (s) ζ
±
3 (s) ζ
±
2 (s)
ζ±3 (s) ζ
±
2 (s) ζ
±
1 (s)
ζ±2 (s) ζ
±
1 (s) ζ
±
0 (s)
ζ±1 (s) ζ
±
0 (s) ζ
±
−1(s)
 ,
ζ±(s)= t(ζ±432(s), ζ±321(s), ζ±210(s), ζ±410(s), ζ±430(s), ζ±431(s),
ζ±320(s), ζ
±
421(s), ζ
±
310(s), ζ
±
420(s)
)
.
Then the differential equation is
d
ds
u(s)=G±2 u(s),
where G±2 is
G±2 =
(
O I
C2 C
)
,
C = C±2 =−

0 0 ±√−1 0 0
0 0 0 ±√−1 0
0 0 0 0 ±√−1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
 .
Note that the matrix C is determined by rotational symmetry (C5 =
±√−1 I ) and that the constant matrix
R2 =
(
0 1
1 1
)
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express the property of the Plücker coordinates. Then we can get the
eigenvalues of G±2 as the products of the eigenvalues of C±2 and R2:{
z±q γi;0 q  4, i = 0,1
}
,
and we can also write their eigenvectors {f 2q,i} from the eigenvectors of
C±2 and R2:
f ±q,i(2)= t
(
1, z∓q∗∗± , . . . , (z
∓
q∗∗± )
4, γiz
±
q , γiz
±
q z
∓
q∗∗± , . . . , γiz
±
q (z
∓
q∗∗± )
4).
The solution of the differential equation with the initial conditions
up(0)= 1 (0 p  4) and up(0)= 0 (5 p  9) is
u(x)= ±
√−1
5
√
5
{
γ0
4∑
q=0
(z∓q∗∗± )
5−pf ±q,1(2)e
γ1z
±
q x
− γ1
4∑
q=0
(z∓q∗∗± )
5−pf ±q,0(2)e
γ0z
±
q x
}
.
From this formula, we can get the characteristic functions, i.e., the free
condition case C1(z) and the pinned case C2(z). In fact,
C1(
√−1λ)−1 = 1
2
{
u(1)
(
β(
√−1λ))+ u(2)(β(√−1λ))}
and u(1)(s) is the element u3(s) of the solution of the differential equation
above (for G+3 ) with the initial condition u3(0) = 1 and uk(0) = 0
(k = 3). u(2)(s) is obtained similarly from the solution of the differential
equation above (for G−2 ) with the suitable initial conditions, and we can
check that u(2) is the complex conjugate of u(1) by the correspondence
between G+3 and G−2 . Using the exact forms of u(1), u(2) with the exact
values of eigenvalues γj (j = 0,1):
γ0 = e(3/5)π
√−1 + e(7/5)π
√−1 = 1−
√
5
2
,
γ1 = e(1/5)π
√−1 + e(9/5)π
√−1 = 1+
√
5
2
and the eigenvectors ψj = t(1, γj ) (j = 0,1), we can get
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C1
(√−1λ)−1 = 1
5
√
5
{
−γ1 cosh(γ0λ1/5)+ γ0 cosh(γ1λ1/5)
− 2γ1
1∑
q=0
[
cosh
(
γ0λ
1/5 cos
(2q + 1)π
5
)
× cos
(
γ0λ
1/5 sin
(2q + 1)π
5
)]
+ 2γ0
1∑
q=0
[
cosh
(
γ1λ
1/5 cos
(2q + 1)π
5
)
× cos
(
γ1λ
1/5 sin
(2q + 1)π
5
)]}
.
Note that {γ0, γ1} is a cyclic group under the operation θ2(γ ) = 1 − γ .
The above formula is shown also in Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14].
The differential equation in their paper (see [14, pp. 335–336]):
d5
dx5
(
v1(x)
v2(x)
)
=
(±3√−1 −5
5 ±8√−1
)(
v1(x)
v2(x)
)
is corresponding to the dynamics (d/dx)u(x) =G±2 u(x) since the 2-by-2
matrix above is a part of (G±2 )5.
In the pinned case, we calculate the element u0(s) of the solution with
the other condition u3(0)=−1 and uk(0)= 0 (k = 3) and we get
K+
(√−1λ)= 27
5
√
5λ9/5
{
2γ0 sinhγ1λ1/5 − 2γ1 sinhγ0λ1/5
+ 4γ0
1∑
q=0
cos
(2q + 1)π
5
cos
(
γ1λ
1/5 sin
(2q + 1)π
5
)
× sinh
(
γ1λ
1/5 cos
(2q + 1)π
5
)
− 4γ1
1∑
q=0
cos
(2q + 1)π
5
cos
(
γ0λ
1/5 sin
(2q + 1)π
5
)
× sinh
(
γ0λ
1/5 cos
(2q + 1)π
5
)
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+ 4γ1
1∑
q=0
sin
(2q + 1)π
5
sin
(
γ0λ
1/5 sin
(2q + 1)π
5
)
× cosh
(
γ0λ
1/5 cos
(2q + 1)π
5
)
− 4γ0
1∑
q=0
sin
(2q + 1)π
5
sin
(
γ1λ
1/5 sin
(2q + 1)π
5
)
× cosh
(
γ1λ
1/5 cos
(2q + 1)π
5
)}
.
Example 3 (N = 3). – In the case of N = 3, the matrices G±3 is
determined by the following two matrix:
R3 =

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
 ,
C = C±3 =

0 0 ±√−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ±√−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ±√−1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ±√−1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ±√−1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0

,
that is,
G±3 =

O I O O O
O O I C−1 O
O O O I C−1
C4 O O O I
O C4 C3 O C
 .
As the previous example, the eigenvalues of G±3 are the products of the
eigenvalues of C3 and R3:{
z±q νi;0 q  7, 0 i  4
}
.
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The eigenvalues νi of R3 are the solutions of
PR3(ν)=
(
ν3 − 2ν2 − ν + 1)(ν2 + ν + 2),
that is, the three real solutions:
ν0 = e 47π
√−1 + e 107 π
√−1 + 1, ν1 = e 67π
√−1 + e 87π
√−1 + 1,
ν2 = e 27π
√−1 + e 127 π
√−1 + 1,
and the two complex solutions:
ν3 = e 27π
√−1 + e 47π
√−1 + e 87π
√−1,
ν4 = e 67π
√−1 + e 107 π
√−1 + e 127 π
√−1.
(See Ikeda, Kusuoka and Manabe [14, pp. 333 (2.13)]). Note that the real
eigenvalues {ν0, ν1, ν2} make a cyclic group again under the operation
θ3(ν)= 1/(1− ν). We can also get the eigenvectors of R3:
ψi = t(γ −1i ,1,−θ3(γi)−1,1, θ23 (γi)−1) (i = 0,1,2),
ψi = t(1, γi,−1, γi,1) (i = 3,4).
Then we can write down the eigenvectors {f ±q,i(3)} of G±3 by (4.11) with
the eigenvectors of C±3 and R3.
5. Ornstein–Uhlenbeck processes associated with solitons
S. Kotani recently established a general theory to show a relation
between the soliton type solutions of KdV equations and the Laplace
transforms of the probabilistic laws of the square of the sample norms of
Gaussian processes (see Kotani [25]). By [25], the n-soliton is related to
the Gaussian process Xt(w) with the mean zero and the covariance given
by
ρ(t, s)=
n∑
j=1
c2j
2pj
(
epj (t+s)− epj |t−s|),(5.1)
where p1 < · · ·< pn and cj > 0 (j = 1,2, . . . , n) are constants. It is easy
to see that the Gaussian process has the following expression by using
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the n-dimensional Wiener space:
Xt(w)=
n∑
j=1
cje
pj t
t∫
0
e−pj s dwj(s).(5.2)
In this section, we will show that the symmetric Hilbert–Schmidt
operator B associated with F [w] satisfies the basic assumption (2.6) in
Section 2. This enables us to study the functional 〈Bw,w〉 by using the
above framework.
PROPOSITION 5.1. – Setting
Ft(w)=
n∑
i,j=1
t∫
0
u∫
0
F ij (u, v)dwjv dwiu +
n∑
i,j=1
t∫
0
v∫
0
F ij (u, v)dwiu dwjv,
where
Fij (u, v)=Fij (u, v; t)
=
{ cicj
pi+pj (e
pj t+pj (t−u) − epju)e−pj v, v < u,
cicj
pi+pj (e
pj t+pj (t−v)− epj v)e−pj u, u < v,
then we can write
t∫
0
|Xs(w)|2 ds = Ft(w)+
n∑
j=1
c2j
2pj
{
e2pj t − 1
2pj
− t
}
.
Proof. – By Itô formula, we have
t∫
0
|X(s)|2 ds
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cicj
t∫
0
e(pi+pj )s
{ s∫
0
( u∫
0
e−pj v dwjv
)
e−piu dwiu
+
s∫
0
( v∫
0
e−piu dwiu
)
e−pj v dwjv
}
ds +
n∑
j=1
c2j
t∫
0
e2pj s − 1
2pj
ds.
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We can reverse the order of integration to integrate by s and we have
the result. ✷
Then Ft [w] is quadratic and we can easily check
F ij (u, v; t)= Fji(v, u; t) for i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Therefore we can define the Hilbert–Schmidt operator Bt :H → H on
the n-dimensional Cameron–Martin subspace H by
d
ds
Bt [h](i)(s)=
n∑
j=1
t∫
0
F ij (s, u; t)h˙j (u)du
for h= t(h1, h2, . . . , hn) ∈H and Bt [h] = t(Bt [h](1), . . . ,Bt [h](n)).
Set
Gij (s, u)=− cicj
pi + pj
{
pje
pj (s−u)+ pie−pi (s−u)}
and
Hij (u; t)= cicj
pi + pj
{
pje
pit+pj (t−u)+ piepiu}
for i, j = 1, . . . , n. Then, we have the following decomposition.
PROPOSITION 5.2. – Set
B(0)[h](i)(s)=
n∑
j=1
s∫
0
v∫
0
Gij (s, u)h
j(u)dudv,
B(1)t [h](i)(s)=
1− e−pis
pi
n∑
j=1
t∫
0
Hij (u; t)hj (u)du,
for i = 1, . . . , n. Then we have the decomposition
Bt = B(0)+B(1)t(5.3)
such that
(i) B(0) is a Volterra type operator,
(ii) the dimension of the range space of B(1)t is the finite number n.
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Proof. – Let t > s.
n∑
j=1
t∫
0
F ij (s, u; t)h˙j (u)du
=
n∑
j=1
s∫
0
F ij (s, u; t)h˙j (u)du+
n∑
j=1
t∫
s
F ij (s, u; t)h˙j (u)du
=
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj
{
epj t+pi(t−s)− epj s} s∫
0
e−pjuh˙j (u)du
+
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj e
−pis
t∫
s
{
epi t+pj (t−u) − epiu}h˙j (u)du
=
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj
{
epj t+pi(t−s)− epj s}{e−pj shj (s)
+ pj
s∫
0
e−pj uhj (u)du
}
+
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj e
−pis
{
−(epi t+pj (t−s)− epis)hj(s)
+
t∫
s
(
pje
pi t+pj (t−u)+ piepiu)hj(u)du
}
=
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj
{
pj
(
epj t+pi(t−s)− epj s) s∫
0
e−pj uhj (u)du
+ e−pis
t∫
s
(
pje
pi t+pj (t−u)+ piepiu)hj(u)du
}
=−
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj
{ s∫
0
(
pje
pj (s−u)+ pie−pi (s−u))hj(u)du
+ e−pis
t∫
s
(
pje
pi t+pj (t−u)+ piepiu)hj(u)du
}
.
It is easy to see (i) and (ii) by using the definitions of B(0) and B(1). ✷
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Therefore we can use the trick again:
det2(I − 2zBt)= det2(I − 2zB(1)t (I − 2zB(0))−1).
We have also the Jacobi equation as follows.
PROPOSITION 5.3. – The Jacobi equation for Ft [w] associated with
n-soliton can be expressed in the following form.
d2
ds2
hi(s)+ 2z
(
n∑
j=1
cicjh
j (s)− cicj
pi + pj
t∫
0
Kijt (s, u)h
j (u)du
)
= 0,
where the kernel Kij is
Kijt (s, u)=
{
pipje
pi (t−s)+pj(t−u)+ p2jepj (s−u), u < s,
pipje
pi (t−s)+pj(t−u)+ p2i e−pi (s−u), s < u.
Proof. – We calculate the Jacobi equation
d2
ds2
(I − 2zBt)[h] = 0.
By definition,
d
ds
Bt [h](i)(s)=
n∑
j=1
t∫
0
F ij (s, u; t)h˙j (u)du
=
n∑
j=1
cicj
pi + pj
{
−
s∫
0
(
pje
pj (s−u)+ pie−pi (s−u))hj(u)du
+ e−pis
t∫
0
(
pje
pi t+pj (t−u) + piepiu)hj(u)du
}
.
Differentiating both sides of the above equation, we get the proposi-
tion. ✷
Then we can express the characteristic function of Ft [w] by the
finite determinant of Wronskian type for the Jacobi equation, which
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corresponds to an element on Grassmannians. In the following part, we
examine our framework for simple examples.
Example 1 (1-soliton). – In the 1-soliton case, we will show, setting
c= c1 and p = p1,
E
[
e
− 12
∫ t
0 |X(u)|2 du]
=E[e− 12Ft [w]]e− c28p2 (e2pt−1−2p)
=
{1
2
[
c2
a∗(p+ a∗)e
(p+a∗)t − c
2
a∗(p− a∗)e
−(p−a∗)t
]}−1/2
where (a∗)2 = p2 + c2, and check a relation with a soliton equation.
Firstly, we know the decomposition of the operator B:
B(0)[h](s)=−c2
s∫
0
v∫
0
coshp(v− u)h(u)dudv
=−c
2
p
s∫
0
sinhp(s − u)h(u)du,
B(1)t [h](s)=
1− e−ps
p
c2ept
t∫
0
coshp(t − u)h(u)du.
The dimension of the range of the operator B(1) is one. We choose
g0(s)= (1− e−ps)/p as the base. Next we calculate (I − 2zB(0))−1(g0).
In other words, we solve the equation:
h(s)+ 2zc
2
p
s∫
0
sinhp(s − u)h(u)du= 1− e
−ps
p
,
which is equivalent to the differential equation:
h′′(s)+ (p2 − 2zc2)h(s)+ p = 0.
We need the assumption z < p2/(2c). Set a2 = p2 − 2zc2. Then the
solution of the equation above is
h0(s)= p− a2a2
(
1− eas)+ p+ a
2a2
(
1− e−as).
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Therefore we have(
I − 2zB(1)t
)[h0](s)
= 1− e
−ps
p
{
− zc
2
a(p+ a)e
(p+a)t + zc
2
a(p− a)e
−(a−p)t
}
.
On the other hand, we can get the same value by the Jacobi equation:
( d2
ds2
− a2
) d2
ds2
h(s)= 0,
which we can get by Proposition 5.3 above. Setting
Vt(s)=− zc
2
a(p+ a)e
pt+as + zc
2
a(p− a)e
pt−as,
Vt(s) satisfies the above Jacobi equation. As pointed out in Kotani [25],
it holds that for z < 0,
q(s)=−2 d
2
ds2
log
(
Vs(s)
)−1/2
(s > 0)
satisfies the following nonlinear differential equation, that is, a soliton
equation: (
q ′(s)
)2 + 4q(s)3 − 4a2q(s)2 = 0.
Example 2 (2-soliton). – In 2-soliton case, we have the similar Jacobi
equation as follows:
{ d2
ds2
−A(z)
} d
ds
{ d
ds
−P
}
f = 0,
where A(z) and P are the following constant matrices:
A(z)=
(
2zc21 − p21 2zc1c2
2zc1c2 2zc22 − p22
)
, P =
(
p1 0
0 p2
)
,
and we can reduce the problem to the framework by dynamics on
Grassmannians.
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Before closing this section, we give a remark for the representation
in the sense of Lévy of Gaussian process mentioned above in the one
dimensional Wiener space. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the
case of the 2-soliton. We first consider the following Gaussian process
Y (t), (t ∈R) with mean zero and covariance function R(t− s)=R(t, s)
given by
R(t, s)= 1
2p1
e−p1|t−s| + 1
2p2
e−p2|t−s| (0< p1 < p2).(5.4)
Because we have
R(t, s)= 1
π
∞∫
−∞
ei(t−s)ξ
{ 1
ξ 2 + p21
+ 1
ξ 2 + p22
}
dξ(5.5)
= 1
π
∞∫
−∞
ei(t−s)ξ
2ξ 2 + (p21 + p22)
(ξ 2 + p21)(ξ 2 + p22)
dξ,
the stationary Gaussian process Y (t), (t ∈ R) is purely nondeterministic
in the sense of Karhunen [24] and it is a double Markov process (see
Doob [9], Hida [12]). Furthermore, it is a simple example of Gaussian
processes with T-positivity in the sense of Okabe [31]. By using the
general theory of Karhunen, we obtain the following moving average
representations in the one dimensional Wiener space (W,P ) with W =
C (R→R):
Y (t)= 1√
2π
t∫
−∞
Ei(t − u)dw(u) (t ∈R, i = 1,2),
where
E1(s)= 1[0,∞)(s) 2π
p2 − p1
(
(γ + p1)e−p1s − (γ + p2)e−p2s),(5.6)
γ =
√
p21 + p22
2
,
E2(s)= 1[0,∞)(s) 2π
p2 − p1(5.7)
× (√α(β + p1)e−p1s −√α(β + p2)e−p2s),
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and
α = p1 + p2
π
, β =√p1p2.
We note that the kernel E1(s) is canonical in the sense of Karhunen [24]
(also see Hida [12]).
Now we consider the following Gaussian processes given by
Zi(t,w)= 1√2π
t∫
0
Ei(t − u)dw(u), t  0, i = 1,2.
Let Ri(t, s), t, s  0 be the covariance function of Zi(t,w):
Ri(t, s)= 12π
s∫
0
Ei(t − u)Ei(s − u)du, 0< s < t, i = 1,2.
Then, we have
R1(t, s)=R(t, s)−
( 1
2p1
e−p1(t+s)+ 1
2p2
e−p2(t+s)
)
+ 2(γ + p1)(γ + p2)
(p2 − p1)2(p1 + p2)
(
e−p1t − e−p2t)(e−p1s − e−p2s),
R2(t, s)=R(t, s)− 2πα(β + p1)(β + p2)
(p1 + p2)(p2 − p1)2
× (e−p1t − e−p2t)(e−p1s − e−p2s).
These imply that R1 > R > R2, that is, R1(t, s)− R(t, s) and R(t, s)−
R2(t, s) are strictly positive definite functions.
We set
Z(t,w)= Z2(t,w)+Z∗(e−p1t − e−p2t),(5.8)
where Z∗ is a Gaussian random variable independent of Z2(t,w) such
that
E[Z∗] = 0, E[(Z∗)2]= 2πα(β + p1)(β + p2)
(p1 + p2)(p2 − p1)2 .
Then, it is easy to show that Z(t,w), t  0, is a Gaussian process with
the mean zero and the covariance function R(t, s), t, s  0. For the
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probabilistic meaning of the representation (5.8) of Z(t,w), t  0, see
Hida [12], also Dolph and Woodbury [8].
Also in the case when pi (i = 1,2) are negative in (5.4), we can
similarly construct the kernel and can get the spectral decomposition by
Okabe [31].
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